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Eaglet News

Stars of the week
Nursery – Arabella

We are all pinching ourselves in disbelief that this is (hopefully) our
last ever lockdown newsletter! What a strange mixture of emotions
for everyone. Pride, relief, and gratitude for all the hard work of our
amazing teachers, parents, and of course, the children, who have
met this challenge head on with grit, joy, and determination to
flourish under such strange and difficult circumstances. It has been
truly awe-inspiring. We would also like to say an extra special thank
you to Miss Douglas, Miss Escribano, Mr Johnson, Miss England, Miss
Abbott and Miss Walker who have been in school every day
working tirelessly to keep our doors open for the children of key
workers. Words cannot express our gratitude.
We have been really encouraged to hear from lots of Reception
parents over the phone that so many children are excited and
looking forward to return – we certainly are too. Roll on Monday!

Reminders
Drop-Offs and Dismissals
Just a friendly reminder to please be swift with your hellos and goodbyes at drop-off
and dismissal time. It is just as important as ever to try and reduce time spent
congregating and avoid congestion around the gate area.

RP & RPy – Everyone!

World Book Day – 5th March 2021
Don’t forget to share photos of what you have been up to on this day.
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Reception
Our learning
This week in pictures

Some of the amazing colour wheels we made for Creative Day –
there were too many to showcase them all!

Next week
Our first week back will be focused on settling in and reestablishing rules and routines.
We will also be spending lots of 1:1 time with children completing some baseline
assessments to help us understand where individual children are in their learning so
that we make decisions about the best curriculum going forward.
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Nursery
Our learning
This week in pictures

Nursery enjoyed a carousel of inspiring activities with a ‘springtime’
theme for Creative Day.

Next Week
Communication, Language and Literacy
We will be exploring the season of spring. We will discuss the signs of spring and the
changes that happen within the natural world. In Phonics we will continue to explore
oral segmenting and blending.
Mathematics
We will be learning and exploring the months of the year.
Physical Education
We will continue to look at Gymnastics.
Personal, Social and Emotional Development
We will be developing our self-confidence through circle time.
Art and Design
We will be looking at three-dimensional art.
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